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EMBODIED: Artist as Medium is concerned with the body: with how artists use their own bodies in their work; how the body can be manipulated through pose, costume, or technology to produce meaning; and how society ascribes meaning to bodies. The exhibition seeks to raise questions and prompt new ways of thinking. How does the artist-subject’s sex, gender identity, or race impact our readings of their work? What new understandings or possibilities arise because the artist used their own body as subject, medium, material?

In the 1970s, Francesca Woodman posed and wrapped her body to create surrealist compositions—including Untitled from the Eel Series and My House, Providence, Rhode Island—that prompt a serious and emotional consideration of the feminine psyche. Forty years later, in Rolled Up Mats, Polly Penrose used her own form to call attention to the enduring art historical tradition of the female nude and hint at her own interiority through self-deprecating humor. By using their own white, nude bodies to assert selfhood and agency, these artists subvert the centuries-long tradition of cloaking white female nudity in allegory to make it available for display.

Hanging near Woodman’s My House, Providence, Rhode Island, Martine Gutierrez’s Raquel 2 from her Real Dolls series features a subject similarly wrapped in plastic and tucked into the corner of a house. Photographed decades apart, both bodies are trapped within the confines of domesticity. In posing as a series of sex dolls, Gutierrez asks viewers to consider what is expected of certain bodies, whether real or not. Playing with each doll’s appearance and posture, the artist performs what an imagined heteronormative male consumer desires. What, the artist asks, does the doll’s owner want in terms of looks, race, dress, or behavior? By using her own nonwhite, transgender body for this performance of female objectification, Gutierrez critiques the essentializing understanding of desirable femininity as cisgender and white, challenging viewers to ask how one’s body standards are shaped by others’ values and desires.

Like Gutierrez, Yasumasa Morimura evokes the language of consumerism to provide a unique spin on gendered expectations in Aimai-no-bi (Ambiguous Beauty). The artist uses his own cis male body to reprise a highly sexualized Playboy photo of icon Marilyn Monroe from 1953. By co-opting a pose recognizable from pop culture and art history as offering the female body for display, Morimura questions gendered norms and assumptions. Both Gutierrez and Morimura highlight the commodification and consumption of certain bodies through the medium of consumer objects: a doll and a fan, respectively.

South African artists Sir ZaneleMuholi and Nomusa Makhubu address how violence is inflicted on the racialized Black body and explore the trauma of that lived experience. A visual activist, Muholi has made it their life’s work to photograph LGBTQI individuals and communities in South Africa. By turning the lens on themself in the self-portrait Sifikile, Nuoro, Italy, Muholi adds to the record their own queer, Black body, acknowledging their identity and lived experience.
I think I chose the body as a subject, not consciously, but because it is the one form that we all share; it’s something that everybody has their own authentic experience with.

— KIKI SMITH

as a member of a community still facing discrimination today.

Makhubu addresses contemporary and historical trauma by projecting a colonial photograph onto her own body in *Umasifanisane II* (*Comparison II*). Colonial photography from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries reduced the Black body to an ethnographic gaze, dehumanizing sitters as objects meant to be recorded and categorized. Inserting her own self-possessed body into this image, Makhubu stands up against that history and asks the viewer to confront not only the past but its legacy today. Through performance, she transforms demeaning colonial photograph into a politically charged image.

Sonia Landy Sheridan was among the first to employ copy machines for personal creative use, engaging in what she considered an interactive give-and-take with technology. She used her body as a material through which to explore the power of technology as an artist’s tool, as seen in *Self Portrait with Pig Foetus* and *Thermogram: Female Groin Area Body Print*. Intrigued by skin as an envelope and a boundary, Kiki Smith attempted to render the human body unfolded in prints but only fully achieved her desired effect with *My Blue Lake*, photographing her own body with a rare periphery camera originally designed by Shell for use in geological surveys.

The artists in *Embodied: Artist as Medium* use the body as a site for inquiry and exploration. They contend with issues including race, gender, and sexuality by drawing upon complicated histories and contemporary expectations. As you explore the exhibition, consider how the body—something we all possess—has been racialized, politicized, and culturally marked through time, and how artists can both draw our attention to this fact and help us imagine new possibilities.

Isadora Italia
Campus Engagement Manager
Curator of the Exhibition
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